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connection between your well-being, health, happiness and 
nature.
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than money could ever buy. 
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environmentally unconscious. 

You will also meet inspiring columnists who are living 
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is  connecting young people to opportunities in nature 
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FEEDBACK A friend once told me that she doesn’t watch or follow 
news channels because they show a reality of our 
country that she is not ready to face. 

Her remarks made me wonder whether there’s been a drop in 
audiences because of this very issue – a decline in the state 
of our nation.  

Well, with last year being the 40th anniversary of the Soweto 
Uprising, we wanted to hear from the very people who, more 
often than not, are at the forefront of struggles that hinder 
developments. So, we took it to the streets (read social media) 
to find out if there’s a case for optimism among youth; they are 
the ones who will change the future story of this country with 
innovative ideas, education and self-sufficient attitudes. 

We asked the youth of SA what they thought made their future 
so bright.

All they had to do was post a selfie with a caption. 

Here is what they said:  

THE 
GOOD 
NEWS

By: 
Selaelo 
Mannya

We asked them 
what made the 
future so bright
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“South Africa’s future is bright because our generation is 
more conscious about building their own wealth, they are 

more into personal development. With the digital and social 
media life our generation is slowly mastering the art of 

making society a better place through these platforms.” 

“Africa’s future is so bright and promising the best 
through the initiative of various organisations which 

have been partaking in protecting our economy by 
valuing our precious natural resources, wildlife, scenery 

and so on. The great response people of South Africa 
have made towards Global warming, whereby I’d seen 

the globe as a whole working on a theme “go green”, 
“save water save life”....South Africa is the best!” 

“South Africa has such a bright future as it still has the 
young determined youth who want to make a difference in 

the country....” 

AND THE          
WINNER IS:
Mogul Juice Ndlovu won us over 
with his perspective: 

“South Africa’s positioning at different fraternities on the 
global platform continues to improve. Our financial and 
political landscape continues to be a great example to the 
continent. The youth continues to be more expressive, now 
more than ever, about matters that not only affect us but the 
country in its entirety. We no longer have to be surreptitious 
about issues that affect our country and our future. We are 
unhindered in our voices, which enables us to be vehement 
in our pursuit for answers and solutions to some of the 
country’s challenges. A great tourist attraction, South 
Africa’s beauty and diversity continue to attract audiences 
from across the globe.”

- Kesa Billicent Dithage 

- Xolani Godfrey Manzini

- Shirm Skhokho Moipolai

Mogul Ndlovu won a professional lunch with Idols 
presenter and hip hop artist Proverb.
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Shop online with WWF
wwf.org.za/shop
The WWF shop offers you a chance 
to make responsible and eco-friendly 
fashion choices with branded items 
delivered right to your door.

SHOP
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STYLISH
& SMART
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UNIQUE          
  STYLE 

MY STYLE

By: Melissa du Preez
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Dressing up is such fun but high 
fashion, means high prices. What 
if I told you that being the most 

stylish and cool dresser doesn’t have 
to break the bank? 

Vintage clothing is trendy and offers classy looks 
that literally never go out of style. The runways at 

fashion weeks are full of reworked vintage pieces. 
By its very nature, vintage is unique because it’s 

one of a kind. Back in the day, clothes weren’t 
mass produced as they are now so chances 

are that when you buy vintage, you’ll be the 
only one with it. With this comes the added 

investment. The vintage market is huge and 
demanding and avid ‘thrifters’ (those who 

seek out hidden gems in second hand stores) are always on the 
lookout for a quality garment.

Of course vintage isn’t for everyone and that’s where “thrifting” 
comes in. “Thrifting” doesn’t mean “old and dirty”. That’s a 
perception that’s been picked up from dingy thrift stores hidden 
in the crevices of crumbling infrastructure. Reputable stores 
adhere to strict rules of hygiene and treatment of their clothes 
before they even consider selling.

Consider it stylish treasure hunting keeping you looking super 
slick. It is also good for the environment because it means a 
longer lifecycle for your clothes which, in turn, means less 
wastefulness.

The next time you ask yourself whether you can afford those 
brand new kicks, consider trying out a thrift or vintage store.

Where to find quality vintage and thrift stores:

A simple Google search will pull up a load of shops from across the 
country – many of which have social media platforms and deliver to 
your door!

Bid or Buy is a handy site that allows you to find clothes from 
different eras, be it antique, vintage or retro.

heyvintage.co.za is a nifty little gem that shows you where 
your nearest stores are.

Why is vintage awesome?: 
It’s unique – has a positive environmental impact – is super top quality – has 
a history of glamour and is an investment; you’ll be saving thousands of 
litres of water that go into the production and manufacturing of clothes. 
Did you know: It takes 1 400 litres of water to create a new t-shirt.

DID YOU KNOW?
Antique are clothes made before 1920.
Vintage are clothes made between 1920 and 1960.
Retro are clothes made after 1960.
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WE’RE 
MOVING 
ON UP
Thinking differently 
about how you get 
from A to B.

Those feet were 
meant for walking…
Explore the joy of walking a little bit 
everyday – it’s healthy, energising 
and you get to see more of the 
world around you.

It’s true, we all live busy lives. And whether it’s for work or for play, 
we’re constantly on the go and in South Africa, we’re addicted to 
cars; transport with the highest carbon footprint. Here are some 
climate and rand friendly ways to get going instead.

By: Eitan Prince
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Get on your bike
You don’t have to cycle everywhere, but adding 
bike transportation into your lifestyle will not only 
reduce how much petrol you use, but lower your 
carbon footprint and keep you in shape, too. 

Start a lift club
Lift clubs are a case of the more, the merrier. 
After setting this up, you’ll make new friends, 
reduce your footprint and save money on petrol.

The wacky world of 
public transport
Public transport like buses, taxis, trains, and 
minibus taxis during commuter hours are a sure 
way to travel and some providers even offer 
weekly and monthly discounts if you buy tickets 
in advance.

WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU. 
Tell us how you get around.  
Tweet at us @WWFSouthAfrica to let us know. #HowIRollACT
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BIG BUCK
SAVINGS
By: Mel Bee

MY MONEY
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1) Make your own

There’s a saying, “You are what you eat”  so don’t be 
cheap, easy or fake. We did the sums: If you spend  
       on average R35 plus per day every day for a year  
           you’d be spending R12 775 on junk food. If you  
                        saved that instead over a five-year period you     
                                  will save R63 875 !! 

Times are tough but our shopping-crazy 
culture pushes us to buy things to make 
us feel better. Here are some ways you 

can actually put money back into your pocket by 
making small changes.

2) Re-use your own coffee cup 
The cooler coffee outlets offer a R1 discount on takeout 
coffee if you take your own cup (and if they don’t – ask 
for it). Take this saving over a year and you can reclaim 
R365. Multiply that over five years and you’ve re-
captured R1 825. 

3) Stop buying bottled water

Did you know many bottled waters are just tap water 
that’s sometimes (but not always) filtered.

Bottled water costs on average R10 per bottle so if you 
are buying a bottle a day you are spending R3 650 per 
year you don’t need to. But it’s not just the money you 
save – it’s your easy way of not contributing further to 
plastic pollution. 
Find out more about water: 
www.wwf.org.za/journeyofwater 

4) Say “no” to plastic bags 
Depending on your retailer of choice a plastic bag will 
cost you roughly 70c. If you go shopping three times a 
week and purchase two plastic bags per trip that costs 
you R2,10 extra each time. There are 52 weeks in a year 
so you will save R109,20 each year. Over a lifetime 
this adds up to a lot of money spent and a lot of plastic 
that doesn’t get recycled. ACT
Add your voice to the pledge for 
a plastic bag-free South Africa – 
rethinkthebag.org

Share your money saving ideas with us – 
we’ll publish the best ones in our 

next edition. Tweet at us  
@WWFSouthAfrica.  

#MyMoney
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INTERVIEW

I nterviewing this whizz inventor turned up a few 
surprises but even more so is the fact that environmental 
entrepreneurs are really taking the world by storm 

(climate change pun intended).

In the case of young people calling the shots, Ludwick 
Marishane, a sought-after young entrepreneur, whose 
popularity has grown since winning the 2011 Global Student 
Entrepreneur of the Year award, has invented an entirely 
futuristic solution for the world’s water shortage problem: 
DRY BATHS. 

DRY BATHS…
the future 
of hygiene
By: Selealo Manyya
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 There are almost two billion people  
in the world without adequate access 

to water and sanitation, all while 
people in urban societies consume 

an average of 80 litres of water every 
time they bathe or shower
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He realised that as the beginning of 2016 
approached it was time to make ambitious 
New Year Resolutions and that the usual 
cycle of not achieving them would repeat itself. 
But on the less conceited side of things, one of 
our most important, natural, and basic resources 
was running out and our thinking changed. The idea 
that water does not come from a tap became obvious. 
With water shortages around the country intensifying, 
we knew that as South Africans we’d have to do more to 
conserve our water resources.   

 
Tightening taps here, fixing leaks there, and starting  

to capture as much rain water as possible… we all  
became active citizens and did our bit to save water,  

especially with talks of prosecuting for wasting,  
which would be unrealistic given that a number  

of South Africans have no access to water to   
begin with. 

Following a standing ovation after 
his presentation at WWF’s Living 
Planet Conference in 2016, we 
asked him some questions so that 
we can get a broader sense of the 
man who uses innovation to change 
the world.
 

Selaelo Mannya: Innovatively speaking, how would 
you describe DryBath to someone?

Ludwick Marishane: DryBath is a bath-substituting 
gel, designed to replace the need for soap, water and skin 
lotion. DryBath provides its users with a fun and convenient 
alternative to traditional bathing and showering, a precious 
tool for helping people to lower the excessive water use that is 
leading to a looming global water crisis.

SM: Your community is a key influence behind the 
product. What is your company’s social goal?

LM: As it stands, there are almost two billion people in the 
world without adequate access to water and sanitation, 
all while people in urban societies consume an average 
of 80 litres of water every time they bathe or shower. It is 
our goal for DryBath, and other products like it, to change 
the way society practices personal hygiene, and to provide 
cheap personal hygiene alternatives to the poor. We know we 
cannot do this on our own, and we request any and all the 
help that anyone can provide.

SM: What motivates you? 

LM: Seeking to understand the universal truth in the 
universe and my experience of life in it. This is done by 
thinking, learning, and experimenting skillfully with focus.
 
SM: Which entrepreneurs do you most admire? 

LM: I admire the everyday entrepreneurs – those who sell 
fruits from their stall at the corner, have a great barbershop/
salon, use their car as a taxi cab, etc. They don’t do it for any 
glory or adoration, they just wake up every day to get the job 
done while still dealing with the risk of not breaking even 
each month.

www.headboy.org/drybath
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SM: What three pieces of advice would you give to 
students who want to become entrepreneurs? 

LM: Don’t do it because you want to be your own boss. Try 
to avoid doing it on your own. Only do it when you’ve found a 
problem that you would spend all your Friday nights trying to 
solve, remembering that it’s just an experiment and might not 
make money. 

SM: If you had the chance to start your career over 
again, what would you do differently?

LM: I would’ve studied a science, engineering or philosophy 
degree instead of commerce. Your formal education should 
be focused on learning critical thinking and problem-solving 
skills. 

SM: What is your greatest fear, and how do you 
manage fear?

LM: Letting go of old habits (especially bad ones). I think/
meditate on them intensely to understand their root cause, 
then I remedy my lifestyle to remove the anxiety (often a slow 
process). 

SM: Do you believe there is some sort of pattern or 
formula to becoming a successful entrepreneur? 

LM: Self-discipline, reflection/meditation, a great market 
opportunity, networks, skills, funding, and the remaining 90% 
is timing and luck. 

SM: Who is Ludwick the friend/lover/son/
brother/cousin? Can he be separated from the 
entrepreneur? 

LM: Ludwick is a mindful human, husband, brother, son, and 
friend. He cannot be separated from the entrepreneur.
 
SM: If you could talk to one person from history, 
who would it be and why? 

LM: Franz Fanon or The Buddha... I like how they think

SM: What is your favourite aspect of being an 
entrepreneur?

LM: Devising strategies and hunting for sales. 

SM: In a phrase, characterise your life as an 
entrepreneur. 

LM: Excitingly chaotic. 

SM: What are your hobbies? What do you do in your 
non-work time? 

LM: I think, talk to friends and family, and watch an unhealthy 
amount of series and movies (a bad habit I’m working on 
stopping). 

SM: Where do you see yourself and your 
business in 10 years? 
LM: An impactfully influential position in solving the 
problems of hygiene, water and food security, sustainable 
energy, extreme socio-economic inequality, and outdated 
religions. 

It is our goal to change 
the way society practices 
personal hygiene, and to 
provide cheap personal 
hygiene alternatives to 

the poor. 
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CONSERVATION
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CONNECTED 
TOMORROWS
The Rural Initiative for a Sustainable 
Environment of South Africa 
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Somkhanda is the first 
community-owned site to 
receive a population of critically 
endangered black rhino.
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A new conservation initiative is giving 
a lift to both people and wildlife

A small helicopter hovers above a black rhino bull running 
through the KwaZulu-Natal bush. A vet on board darts 
the animal with a tranquiliser. Then a heavy-duty 

helicopter arrives. Straps are attached to the sleeping rhino’s 
ankles and it is airlifted swiftly to an awaiting lorry, before 
beginning a lengthy road trip that will take this bull and nearly 
20 more rhinos to sustainable rhino range well north from here 
in Limpopo province.

This breath-taking process is known as a rhino translocation. 
It’s a method for relocating rhinos used by the World Wide Fund 
for Nature’s Black Rhino Range Expansion Project (BRREP). 
This team has been working to boost populations of black 
rhinos for more than 10 years, and their work is paying off. The 
team has created 10 new black rhino populations in KZN and 
Limpopo, over 160 black rhino have been relocated and more 
than 70 calves have been born on project sites.

And this work is not just benefiting wildlife; communities living 
close to rhinos are also getting involved.

Around 350 km from Durban is a nature reserve known as 
Somkhanda. The reserve was born out of a land restitution 
claim by the Gumbi community, which decided to set aside most 
of this land for conservation. But life is hard for the people in 
Somkhanda. Poverty and poor infrastructure make this beautiful 
part of the country a difficult place to live. There’s no running 
water or reliable electricity and little to no work to speak of.

But things are changing. Somkhanda is the first community-
owned site to receive a population of critically endangered 
black rhino. Sixty locals have been employed on the reserve to 
work in various roles, including game guards, rhino monitors 
and tourism staff. And the Gumbi community has been given an 
added boost: WWF South Africa, the Southern African Wildlife 
College and the WWF Nedbank Green Trust have funded a 
practical community-based approach to supporting wildlife 
conservation and rhinos called RISE (Rural Initiative for a 
Sustainable Environment in South Africa).

There’s much hard work to come to secure the future of rhinos and 
the livelihoods of the people in Somkhanda, but thanks to RISE 
they now can benefit from a real investment into a brighter future.

Black rhinos are one of two 
kinds of rhinoceros in Africa. 

There are approximately 
5 000 black rhinos in the 

wild and they are critically 
endangered. 
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A NEW GENERATION 
OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
LEADERS Pushing the 

boundaries 
as a WWF 
intern

MY STORY

I’ve been thrown into 
the deep end by having to 

interact with communities and 
explain highly complex issues 

simply. If you can’t explain 
your work to a six year old, 

you probably don’t know what 
you’re talking about.
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N elisiwe, 27, spends her time  
in WWF South Africa’s Rhino 
Programme – even getting to 

hang out with these grey unicorns. 
Here’s her advice for young graduates...

Having to make the change from a student to 
working professional is a daunting task and 

something I wasn’t sure I could do. I was wrong. 
It’s being challenged and tested that prepares 

you for the real world. The key is to keep pushing 
yourself to learn and improve. I’ve grown in leaps 

and bounds during my internship and this is 
something I relish.

The best part so far has been bringing communities 
in touch with the natural world around them. In my 
case, this has meant those living near populations of 

endangered rhino.

It was the need to combine social and natural sciences 
that led me to study environmental management 

science at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. I was 
motivated by a desire to bridge the divide between 

humans and nature and the way we interact.

Reflecting on my internship with WWF’s Graduate 
Development Programme, I have to say that working 

with the Gumbi community in northern KwaZulu-
Natal has been an inspiring project. This is a community 

which had given up on all hopes for a better environment 
and better livelihoods. This was turned on its head by 

the community-based natural resource management project 
that opened their eyes to all the possibilities that lay ahead 
in conserving the wildlife around them. Nkosinathi Gumbi 
once told me that “now [they] know that the Somkhanda 
Game Reserve will not grow unless [they] grow first”.

I’ve been thrown into the deep end by having to interact with 
communities and explain highly complex issues simply. If you 
can’t explain your work to a six year old, you probably don’t 
know what you’re talking about. 

Our work focuses on biological problems but the solution lies 
with the people. People experience environmental challenges 
but rely on us to translate the scientific information in their 
daily lives. Being more involved in the people space help us to 
change attitudes towards the environment and its benefits.

Before joining the WWF team, I hadn’t heard about of the 
translocation of black rhinos. Their future depends on 
initiatives like WWF’s Black Rhino Range Expansion Project 
(BRREP) to return nature to its original state.
 
While working with communities has been a highlight of my 
time, being able to work so closely with this endangered animal 
has been awe-inspiring. 

In 2015, black rhino numbers in KwaZulu-Natal passed 
the milestone of 500. Having been a part of this has been a 
tremendous privilege.

It’s been an adventure and having been given the chance 
to  put theory into practise is something I will carry with 
me always. 
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We are the 
CHAMPIONS 
W hen you hear the term “champion’’, what do you 

think of ? ...Fastest? Race winner? Trophy 
holder?

We think of Formula One and football, and the classic 1977 
hit by Queen with Freddie Mercury’s famous voice belting out 
“We are the champions, my friend… and we’ll keep on fighting 
’til the end!”

Though what if we told you that when it comes to nature, 
unlike sports events, it’s not about first place or who is fastest. 
And unlike rock stars, it’s not about the fame or fortune.

 In nature, the true champions are those who look after the land 
in a way that protects it for the future. 

Like a good red wine which improves with age, well-cared for 
land continues to provide us with healthy soil, nutritious food, 
flowing rivers, and co-existence of abundant local plants and 
creatures that call it home. 

Without the “birds and the bees’’, our plants would not be 
pollinated. Without water they would not grow. And so the 
cycle goes. Whether land is farmed for wheat for bread, 
or grapes for wine – we need to look after the 
natural vegetation too, and nature’s 
perfectly-designed systems 
that service us so 
selflessly.

DID YOU KNOW?
•	 One	of	only	six	floral	kingdoms	in	the	world,	the	Cape	Floral	Kingdom	
 has the highest concentration of plant species in relation to its size 
•	 It’s	a	biodiversity	hot	spot	
•	 Over	9,500	species	recorded,	70%	found	nowhere	else	in	the	world
•	 Only	9%	of	the	Cape	Floral	Kingdom	is	formally	protected
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Wine lovers can choose 
from a number of estates 

that support this initiative.
Visit: www.wwf.org.za/

conservationchampions

In all our purchasing decisions 
we need to bear in mind the 

impacts the products have on 
the people and the environment 

it’s produced from.  

CLEVER CONSUMER
South Africa’s wine industry is huge and supports many 
individuals but often at great cost to the earth so by working 
with conservation champions of the Cape winelands this leads 
to long-term commitments to conservation of the Cape floral 
kingdom and in innovations in water and energy efficiency. 
In a nutshell it’s all about better farming practises that 
help lessen the impacts of climate change and 
preserve a natural heritage for all 
South Africans.

We do not inherit the 
Earth from our ancestors, 

we borrow it from our 
children. 

DID YOU KNOW?
•	 One	of	only	six	floral	kingdoms	in	the	world,	the	Cape	Floral	Kingdom	
 has the highest concentration of plant species in relation to its size 
•	 It’s	a	biodiversity	hot	spot	
•	 Over	9,500	species	recorded,	70%	found	nowhere	else	in	the	world
•	 Only	9%	of	the	Cape	Floral	Kingdom	is	formally	protected
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In South Africa, scepticism is sometimes tempting and 
even justified. Our country faces some daunting social, 
economic and environmental hurdles. But recently I 

was very happy to have my instinctively sceptical attitude 
punctured just a little, by the energies and innovative thinking 
of the young people present at a conference I was lucky to 
moderate.

WWF South Africa hosted its recent Living Planet Conference 
under the theme: ‘Why South Africa’s future is brighter 
than you think: A Case for Optimism’. Breaking away from 
the format of previous years, the 2016 conference boasted 
attendance by experts from many different fields as well as 
students from various disciplines.

Before the conference, I had tried to convince WWF that 
this theme was jingoistic and prescriptive rather than more 
appropriately critical, and that one might still be critical 
without being unduly negative.

I’m not yet sure we can say without qualification that our 
future is VERY bright but it certainly is bright-er than most 
sceptics think (depending on the level and content of your 
scepticism obviously).

What really inspired me was the solution-oriented input from 
students in the audience. There wasn’t a hint of cynicism, nor 
a collapse into easy diagnosis at the expense of co-creating 
potential interventions. Instead they posed challenging 
questions and brought a refreshingly different perspective to 
the problems discussed including the not-insubstantial issues 
of poverty, unemployment and water security. 

These kinds of events are my favourite to moderate:  I walk 
away having learned, having been challenged to interrogate 
my own preferred frameworks and to see new pathways along 
familiar terrain.

OPINION

OPTIMISM VS 
PESSIMISM 
   – who wins? 

By Eusebius McKaiser, author 
of A Bantu In My Bathroom, 
Run Racist Run and Could I 

Vote DA?

We cannot be complacent 
about the deep challenges we 

face but we also cannot afford to 
be just wrong about what works 
and what might yet be achieved 

with a change of mindset. 

We cannot be complacent about the deep 
challenges we face but we also cannot 
afford to be just wrong about what works 
and what might yet be achieved with a 
change of mindset. I’m happy to report 
that I’ve caught a glimpse of our country’s 
burgeoning young leadership and the 
future might be brighter than we think.

Check out the conference 
video at wwf.org.za/lpc  
and be inspired..
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wwf.org.za/earthhour



Want to edit our next edition? 
Get in touch with us at @WWFSouthAfrica or down2earth@wwf.org.za 

and tell us about the stories that interest you.

JOIN OUR TEAM!
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